
Clearing & Protecting

Energetic Hygiene



The right tools



About Energetic Hygiene

Like anything precious or sacred caring for your cards is a matter of 
conscious choice. 

You could leave them on a shelf and let them collect dust , never 
clearing them between uses, but I think you might see how this 
could be problematic. 

Your cards are the tool that you use to interpret the intuitive 
messages that you are delivering to yourself or your client. Clearing 
your cards works to keep your channel clear and your readings 
accurate.



“Your Tarot cards are like a sponge, 
every time you use them they soak 
up energy from everyone who has 
touched them.“



Sacred Smoke

Supplies

● Sage Bundle
● Palo Santo Sticks
● Copal
● Frankincense
● Dragons Blood
● Bowl or Plate
● Abalone Shell
● Sand
● Matches or Lighter



Smudging with sage to clear your check.

1. Smudge your cards by lighting the smudge stick at the leafier end.
2. Allow the sage to produce a small flame
3. Blow out the flame
4. Begin passing the cards through the smoke
5. As you pass the cards through the smoke mentally visualize each 

and every card being touched by the purifying smoke. 
6. Say a prayer or even hold the intention in your mind that the cards 

are clear of any negative energy. 
7. Complete the cleansing by putting the cards somewhere they will be 

safe.



Sonic Cleansing

Supplies

● Tibetan Singing Bowl
● Bell
● Gong
● Chimes



Sonic Clearing
Using sound and vibration to clear your cards is very effective and can be done by 
it’s self or in cooperation with any other method.

1. Have cards either spread out on a table or standing up right in their box.
2. Activate your bowl or bell and begin to cleanse your cards by going around 

them in a clockwise motion.
3. Listen carefully to the sounds your bell or bowl is making

● For a bell Listen to see if there is a scraping sound, this will indicate that 
there is energetic gunk attached to your cards

● For a bowl listen for changes in tone 

4. Use your intuition to tell you when your cards are cleared.



himalayan salt
Supplies

● Himalayan Rock Salt
● Plate or Bowl
● Parchment paper
● Rock salt slab



Salt Clearing

Clearing your cards with salt is very easy and effective

1. Take a plate or a bowl and pour a layer of Himalayan salt
2. Place a piece of parchment paper or cling wrap over the salt- this is 

to protect your cards as salt is corrosive
3. Place your cards on the salt bed or slab for at least 30 to 40 minute.

Salt absorbs negative energy and is used in all major religions as a 
sacrament.



Cleansing 
Crystals

Supplies

● Selenite
● Clear Quartz
● Rose Quartz
● Black Tourmaline
● Lava Stone
● Box
● Bowl or plate



Crystal Clearing

Crystals are fantastic for clearing and protecting your cards from negative 
energy. The process is a bit slower than some of the other methods but is 
no less effective.

When your cards aren't in use place the suggested crystals on or around 
your cards overnight.

As a protective measure, you can use a piece of selenite on top of your 
cards to absorb and transmute negative energy while your cards aren’t in 
use.



Rice Bed

Supplies

1. Dry rice
2. Bowl or plate



Rice Bed Clearing

A rice bed is one of the easiest ways to clear your cards. You can also use 
rice to continuously clear your cards by putting your cards on a bed of 
rice when not in use.

1. Pour dried rice on a plate or in a bowl 
2. Place your cards on the bed any time you wish
3. Replace rice monthly



Window Recharge

Supplies

● Window sill



Window Recharging

Recharging your cards is only necessary if you feel that your connection 
with them isn’t as strong as it could be. Just like putting a plant in the 
light or charging your crystals in the full moon, sometimes your cards can 
benefit from a little bit of cosmic love.

I do suggest keeping your cards in a box or some other protective layer 
to protect them from sun bleaching.

1. Place your cards in or near a window sill for a 24 hour cycle. Note the 
Moon cycle and sign to benefit from the moon's influence.



Review

Methods

● Smudging

● Sonic clearing
● Salt bed clearing
● Crystal Clearing
● Rice bed clearing
● Window sill 

recharging

Core concepts

Clearing your cards of 
energetic gunk is important 
because as you use them and 
different people come in 
contact with them, your 
cards will absorb the 
energy they come in 
contact with.

Remember that part of how 
Tarot readings work is that 
the cards need to come in

Contact with another 
person's energy.

Because not all energy is 
created equal regular 
clearing is a must

Keeping the channel (you) 
and the tool (your cards) 
clear is absolutely essential.




